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	Java Number Cruncher: The Java Programmer's Guide to Numerical Computing, 9780130460417 (0130460419), Prentice Hall, 2002
In Java Number Cruncher, author Ronald Mak explains how to spot-and how to avoid-the subtle programming miscues that can cause vexing calculation errors in your applications. An authority on mapping pure math to computer math, he explains how to use the often-overlooked computational features of Java, and does so in a clear, non-theoretical style.

Without getting lost in mathematical detail, you'll learn practical numerical algorithms for safely summing numbers, finding roots of equations, interpolation and approximation, numerical integration, solving differential equations, matrix operations, and solving sets of simultaneous equations. You'll also enjoy intriguing topics such as searching for patterns in prime numbers, generating random numbers, computing thousands of digits of pi, and creating intricately beautiful fractal images.

          Java Number Cruncher includes:

	
    Practical information all Java programmers should know 

    
	
    Popular computational algorithms in Java-without excessive mathematical theory 

    
	
    Interactive graphical programs that bring the algorithms to life on the computer screen 

    
	
    Rounding errors, the pitfalls of integer arithmetic, Java's implementation of the IEEE 754 floating-point standard, and more

    


This book is useful to all Java programmers, especially for those who want to learn about numerical computation, and for developers of scientific, financial, and data analysis applications. 
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Programming Windows Identity Foundation (Dev - Pro)Microsoft Press, 2010

	A few years ago, I was sitting at a table playing a game of poker with a few colleagues from Microsoft who had all been involved at various times in the development of Web Services Enhancements for Microsoft .NET (WSE). Don Box, Mark Fussell, Kirill Gavrylyuk, and I played the hands while showman extraordinaire Doug Purdy engaged us with...


		

Learning XNA 4.0: Game Development for the PC, Xbox 360, and Windows Phone 7O'Reilly, 2010

	
		Want to develop games for Xbox 360 and Windows Phone 7? This hands-on book will get you started with Microsoft's XNA 4.0 development framework right away -- even if you have no experience developing games. Although XNA includes several key concepts that can be difficult for beginning web developers to grasp, Learning XNA...



		

AWS Certified Advanced Networking Official Study Guide: Specialty ExamSybex, 2018

	The official study guide for the AWS certification specialty exam


	The AWS Certified Advanced Networking Official Study Guide – Specialty Exam helps to ensure your preparation for the AWS Certified Advanced Networking – Specialty Exam. Expert review of AWS fundamentals align with the exam objectives,...





	

Galaxy S5: The Missing Manual (Missing Manuals)O'Reilly, 2014

	
		Get the most out of Samsung’s Galaxy S5 smartphone right from the start. With clear instructions from technology expert Preston Gralla, this Missing Manual gives you a guided tour of Samsung's new flagship phone, including great new features such as the fingerprint scanner, heart rate sensor, and Download Booster....



		

Text Mining with MATLAB®Springer, 2012

	Text Mining with MATLAB provides a comprehensive introduction to text mining using MATLAB. It’s designed to help text mining practitioners, as well as those with little-to-no experience with text mining in general, familiarize themselves with MATLAB and its complex applications.


	The first part provides an introduction...


		

Data Quality for Decision Makers: A dialog between a board member and a DQ expertSpringer, 2013

	Currently many companies are confronted with the decision how to deal with the new data quality requirements of the regulatory authorities. Future data quality statements for enterprise key figures and their origins are being demanded. Applying methods of a data quality management system can produce these statements best. Guilherme Morbey...
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